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to the frauds of retailers x.    Nevertheless the intervention
of the magistrates was apt to create as many problems as it
solved.    It was futile to control only the baker and not the
miller 2;   moreover interference with prices might  cause
supplies to be withheld.    The experience of the London
authorities   in   1757   demonstrated   this   danger.     They
attempted to reduce the prices of wheat and flour by setting
the Assize of Bread lower than the market prices would bear :
as a result flour was withdrawn from the market and a dearth
ensued 3.    The power of the magistrates in setting the Assize
was in reality only ' declaratory ' :   they indicated at what
prices, according to ' the returned value * of the grain, the
baker would have a reasonable profit.    Hence the primary
purpose of the Assize was to satisfy the public that the price
which   the   bakers   demanded   was   no   greater   than   the
authorities deemed reasonable.    " And they have two rules
by which they may judge if they have been mistaken. . . .
If they have been induced to set the Assize too high, or so
as to give the bakers too large an allowance, they will find
many of them sell for less " ;  and if they " set it too low,
they will find . . . the markets badly supplied " 4.    The
public faith in the virtues of the Assize gradually lapsed.
At the end of the seventeenth century Davenant had drawn
a distinction between commodities such as bread, " where
the goodness of the commodity is in its nature uniform so
that one cannot improve upon it or give it a more real value
than another", and commodities "capable of melioration
by skill, art and care ".    In the first case he considered that
" an assize, or limitation of the price of the commodity by
the magistrate may be for public advantage " : in the second
case assizes were " impracticable and a bar to industry " 5.
A century later public opinion was moving in the direction
1	Davenant, Works (ed. 1771), i. 64-65.
2	Pownall, " On the Bread Assize *' in Annals of Agriculture, ix. 557 seq.
Cf. also ibid. xii. 174.
3	Smith, Three Tracts on the Corn Trade and Corn Laws (ed. 1766), 28-
20 (also pp. 25-26).
* Ibid. 30-31. In 1772 a parliamentary committee reported that the
Act of 1758 " has never been ... in actual operation according to the true
intent and meaning thereof": Reports from Committees of the House oj
Commons, iii. 57. On the Assize generally, see also ibid. ix. 3 seq.
5 Davenant, Works (ed. 1771), i. 287.

